Power Oscillations Damping Using UPFC


Abstract—This paper uses a FACTS device, UPFC for damping power oscillation in transmission systems as the power oscillations might increase risk of instability in the system and may also reduce power quality when the power system is being exposed to any disturbance. FACTS controllers permit newer approaches to system stabilization. In the proposed system, whenever power oscillations are detected due to any system disturbance the UPFC provides voltage support and improves the power system stability. The proposed system improves damping performance when compared with other methods. Harmonics is reduced in this proposed system. The quicker power oscillation damping using UPFC ensures smooth and reliable flow of the power through transmission line. This paper implements the control scheme and result is thus obtained for oscillations damping using Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) based on the computer simulations using the MATLAB software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Electrical power systems are among the biggest basic accomplishments of man. The generators inside an interconnected system generally produce alternating current, which are synchronized to operate at similar frequency. In properly synchronized systems, the power is normally shared among all generators in the proportion of the rating of various generators, yet this can sometimes be adjusted by the administrator. With the help of frequency converters or current ties, the systems which are operating at different frequencies can also be interconnected [1]. For an efficient operation of interconnected system proper control mechanisms are essential. This can be achieved by combined operation of manual operators and automatic controllers. The power supplied by the generators under normal operating conditions can be controlled manually whereas adjustments needed in order to maintain voltage and frequency during violation of design limits is done by automatic controllers [2]. For this purpose speed governing mechanism are installed for automatic adjustment of prime mover which drives the generator in order to maintain the generator speed as constant. In order to maintain generator voltage as constant, voltage regulating system is used to adjust the generator’s excitation[3]. These controls are fundamental for all interconnected power system to supply demanded power of the quality requested by the clients. Nonetheless, most programmed controls utilize negative feedback of higher gain, which, by its dynamic nature, can make oscillations develop rapidly with increase in time[4]. The programmed controls in power systems must, like other programmed input controls, be planned so that oscillations gets reduced rather than being increased. Electromechanical oscillations cause oscillation of power. There are several types of power oscillations. For example, interplant mode oscillations occur on rotational electric generators on that generator site itself [5]. Local plant mode oscillation occurs whenever the generators may swing against the remaining power system. Control mode oscillations occurs in generators when exciters, some of the governors, converters of HVDC and SVC are ill tuned [6].Power oscillations in power transmission systems, mainly in terms of local plant mode oscillations and inter-area power oscillations, are common phenomena in power transmission system with rotational electric generators [7]. The main causes of the power swings occurring transmission system are electromechanical oscillations of rotational generators due to fault of systems, transmission line switching, sudden change of output of generators and sudden change of critical loads. The oscillation can last for 20 seconds with low frequency which is lower than 2Hz [8]. Due to very low line resistive characteristic, transmission system’s ability of oscillation damping of the transmission system internally maybe very low.

2. FACTS DEVICES

Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) is an recent advancement in which an equipment which is static is used for the electric power transmission. It can be used for the purpose of enhancing controllability and it increases the capability of power transmission in any of the networks[9]. This is based on power electronics control system. According to IEEE FACTS can be defined as “power electronics system along with any of the static equipments which provides required control of some of the parameters of AC transmission in in aim of improving the controllability and this may lead to increase of the capacity of power transmission[10]. Hence these devices finds wide range application for control of electric power transfer.

2.1. Shunt compensation:
This is a type of compensation, in which the FACTS device is to be connected parallel to power system. This can be classified into two categories:

2.1.1. Shunt capacitive compensation:
It is a kind of compensation which can be mainly used for power factor enhancement. Sometimes during the connection of inductive load in the transmission line, there may be a small lag in the power factor as there will be an lagging load current. For the purpose of compensating
this, we are in an need of connecting an shunt capacitor in order for drawing leading current. As a result power factor will be improved[11].

2.1.2. Shunt inductive compensation:
Sometimes in receiving side whenever there is lower load is the main reason due to which a only less amount of load current flows across the transmission line. This may also happen when the line is being charged[12]. In order to amplify the voltage shunt capacitance can be used. At the receiving end of an long transmission line this may increase the voltage. For maintenance of these issues the use of shunt inductors are encouraged which may lead to overall increase in the capacity of the power transmission line. Thus it can be concluded that the usage of the shunt compensators will always result in improvement of the power factor which will finally result in enhancement of the much needed transmission line’s power transfer capability.

2.2. STATCOM for power oscillation damping
STATCOM which is commonly called as Static Synchronous Condenser (STATCOM), can be commonly used as a device for regulation in power systems. STATCOM is generally a power electronics based VSC which may operated as reactive power source reactive power sink of reactive in the power system[13]. In some cases whenever it may be connected as a source it’s main objective will be to provide active power to the system. This comes under FACTS device family. Since these devices can be used for the purpose of reduction in the voltage fluctuations this device can also be said as a device with inherent modularity. STATCOM which is generally a VSC device, in which the presence of voltage source is behind the reactor [14]. But in this case the STATCOM’s active power capability is of lower range because the voltage we needed is created by the use of a DC capacitor. However, this can be overcome by connecting a suitable energy storage device across the DC capacitor which will thereby result in an increased active power capability. In this case the reactive power that is going to be present at the STATCOM terminals is to be determined by the amplitude of this voltage source. For example, in the event when VSC’s voltage that is available at the terminal end is greater than that of the connection point’s AC voltage, then in that case the STATCOM will produce certain amount of reactive current; on the other hand, absorption of reactive power will take place if the magnitude of the voltage source is lesser than that of the AC voltage[15]. The reaction time of a STATCOM is much shorter than the response time of a static VAR compensator (SVC), mostly because of the fact that the fast switching times of the IGBTs of the VSC[16]. STATCOM likewise gives a much better support of reactive power at even in case of very low voltages which is better than that of a SVC, because the reactive power output of a STATCOM will be starting to diminish directly with the AC voltage (as the current can be kept up at the evaluated esteem even in case of low voltages[17].

2.3. UPFC for power oscillation damping
In the proposed system UPFC based control scheme is implemented for power oscillation damping. UPFC is one among the most flexible FACTS equipments[18]. UPFC as a whole performs the functions of many devices like the static synchronous compensator (STATCOM), thyristor switched capacitor, thyristor controlled reactor and phase angle regulator which offers flexibility for both static and the dynamic operations of the power network[19]. All the electrical variables of the transmission network can be controlled by this device. FACTS devices always has various applications related to the operation and the control of power system, such as power oscillation damping, scheduling power flow, and improving transient stability of the system. Recently various studies on these FACTS devices and the impact they make on power system like power flow control, improving transient stability and small signal stability and oscillation damping are being carried out. Since UPFC has the most flexible characteristics among all FACTS devices, it is used for this purpose. It generally consists of a gain, signal washout block and many phase compensator blocks. By using the phase compensation techniques the parameters for the damping controller is obtained[20]. Signal washout is nothing but a high pass filter which has the tendency to prevent the steady changes in speed by the modification of the various parameters of the UPFC input. The representation of value of washout time constant is Tw which should always be higher enough in order to allow signals that are associated with oscillations in rotor speed to be unchanged. From washout function viewpoint, Tw value is not that much critical and it can also be in the range of 1 to 20s [21]. Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC), which is a third generation representative of FACTS devices, is considered to be the most comprehensive device among the FACTS family since it exhibits better operation in power flow regulation, by controlling the line active and the reactive power reasonably and moreover, it has the tendency to improve the damping thus improving power angle stability [22]. This FACTS device named UPFC is made of solid state devices, due to this it is able to provide the essential functional flexibility that cannot be provided by the conventional thyristor using systems [23]. The UPFC used here will be the combined form of static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and SSSC which are coupled via a link commonly a DC link [24]. A major application of the UPFC in a transmission line is the effective control of parameters like active and reactive power. UPFC will not operate during any disturbance or faults at the source side. The operation of UPFC is restricted only to a balanced sine wave source. The parameters such as phase angle, line reactance, and voltage can be controlled [25].

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
The oscillations are damped and the voltage and current waveform after damping is shown below:
It is observed from the result that as soon as the oscillation occurs in the system, the UPFC connected across the system starts operating and it can also restore back the normal operating conditions. This will also result in improvement of system stability and thus paves way for efficient operation. The current waveform during this time is shown below:

**Fig.3 Voltage and current after damping**

From the above output waveform it can be inferred that as soon as an oscillation occurs in a system there is a sudden rise in current. The UPFC functions in order to reduce this rise and bring back the system to normal operating conditions. The UPFC hence is observed as an effective FACTS device in oscillation damping.

### 3.1. TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

THD which is nothing but the total harmonic distortion can be defined as measurement of harmonic distortion that are found to be present in the signal and it can theoretically be defined as ratio of sum of the powers of all harmonic components to the power of the fundamental frequency. THD is an very important factor that is to be considered in any of the efficient power system and has to be always kept as lower as possible. Higher power factor which is to be required in a power system can also be achieved by maintaining lower value of THD and peak current value will be lower thus improving the overall efficiency. The nature of current and the nature of power factor is generally determined by the load. If these harmonics are allowed to exist in the system it may lead to various kinds of problem in the power system such as sudden rise in temperature of other equipments, reduction in the performance of other electrical components, change in behavior of protective elements, occurrence of resonance in other electrical equipments which may sometimes result in equipment failure, possibility of interference with communication lines, production of vibrations in electrical motors, occurrence of noise etc. Above all, one of the characteristic of harmonic current is it not only stays near the source but also start to spread throughout electrical distribution system by penetrating into them. This will automatically result in distortion of electric voltages for the end users which results in accumulation of harmonic effects.

**Fig.4 Output current waveform**

The value of THD before the operation of UPFC is shown above. Similarly once the oscillations occur UPFC start operating which eventually reduce the value the THD. The value of THD after the operation of UPFC is shown below:

**Fig.5 THD before operation of UPFC**

From the above THD results, it can be seen that the value of THD before the operation of UPFC is 43.525 and after the operation of UPFC it is only 0.74% only. Hence its is evident that UPFC plays a major role in damping of oscillations that are being produced in power system.

**Fig.6 THD after the operation of UPFC**

### 4. CONCLUSION

The UPFC is one of the FACTS device that can be used alternatively and it can also be expected to enhance the profit by providing savings for utilities who are in an motive
to improve the capacity of power transmission. Implying this technology will require necessary agreements between utilities and other system regulators, inverter manufacturing companies and other solar farm developers. The proposed system explains that, whenever power oscillations that are caused due to any one of the system disturbances have been detected, then UPFC provides voltage support and improves the power system stability. The proposed system improves damping performance when compared with other methods. Harmonics is reduced in this proposed system. The THD value before the operation of UPFC was 43.52% and after the operation of UPFC the value of THD is 0.74%.
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